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The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints has purchased the 11 million membership mark, and President Gordon B. Hinckley said today during the church's 170th annual general conference: "What a significant thing that is."

According to Hinckley, in 1997 the LDS Church reached a membership mark. "Significant," said Hinckley said. "Now only about 5 percent of their members. But that's what we believe that we're still doing our part in the growth of the church."

The new director is Steve Daniels. He served in the church's rural development department, the American Scenic "Building has a rich history. Today's Variety section looks from past to present.
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Nationally, red blood shortage hasn't hit as hard in Utah

JILL JACOBSON

SALT LAKE CITY - Blood shortages that have swept across the country in recent years are less severe in Utah.

Minors under 18 years old are encouraged to give blood because the population is relatively young and many young people are actively involved in extracurricular activities.

Another group of people needed are donors between the ages of 18 and 45.

Aldridge said a self-sufficient group is needed to make a significant difference.

Aldridge said. "The need is not always for those who live in a country with malaria risks for one year, Strupp said. "We rely on a continuous stockpiled. All blood types are needed all the time.

The American Red Cross supplies 80 percent of the blood in Utah, the other 20 percent is supplied by Columbia and Arup, two smaller companies.

Red blood lasts about 45 days. Platelets, which consist of blood to clotting, last only 5 days.
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Palestinians ironed out their differences as Al-Aqsa and the Temple Mount shrine known as al-Haram al-Sharif, or the Temple Mount, during weekend prayers there, at least 10 Palestinians were wounded. Israeli-Palestinian violence continues to escalate, with both sides blaming the other for the recent increase in unrest. The fighting has claimed 84 lives in the past week, according to the United Nations. The United States and the European Union are urging both sides to resume peace talks. The Israeli government has called for an end to the violence, while Palestinian leaders have vowed to continue their struggle for sovereignty. The situation remains tense as both sides refuse to back down, creating a deadly spiral of violence.

Police were using tear gas to separate the protesters from Israeli soldiers. The violence has sparked international concern, with the United Nations and the European Union calling for an immediate end to the violence. The Israeli government has threatened to use force if necessary to maintain order, while Palestinian leaders have called for a nationwide general strike. The situation remains volatile, with both sides refusing to budge from their positions.

On Sunday, Israeli soldiers found the body of a 28-year-old Palestinian man in a mosque in the Sheikh Jarrah neighborhood, near the al-Aqsa mosque. The man was shot in the head and died from his injuries. The Israeli military and Palestinian officials are investigating the incident, which has sparked outrage among Palestinians. The Israeli government has denied any involvement in the killing, but Palestinian leaders have called for a full investigation. The situation remains tense, with both sides refusing to back down.

In other developments, the Israeli government has announced plans to build 1,000 new settlement homes in East Jerusalem, further exacerbating the already tense situation. The Palestinian Authority has called for an immediate end to the violence, while the Israeli government has vowed to continue its settlement expansion efforts. The situation remains volatile, with both sides refusing to budge from their positions.

Meanwhile, the United Nations has called for an immediate end to the violence, with Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon condemning the latest rounds of violence. The United Nations has dispatched a team of mediators to the region, but both sides refuse to engage in any meaningful negotiations. The situation remains volatile, with both sides refusing to back down.
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Cable to change

PROVIDENCE—The city plans to work with, hopefully, cooperating cable firms, according to city councilman Bill Lounsbury. "We already have agreements with a number of cable firms," he said. "But there may be some opposition from a few of the cable companies." Lounsbury said the goal is to "get everybody on board" to ensure that the city gets the best possible deal for its residents.

No presidential visits in Utah
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Deaf student population seeing increase at USU

Interpreters in high demand

MATT ALLEN, Andrew Hall and Kim Storey sit near the TSC, taking advantage of the cool evening.

"Running is the easiest form of exercise. All that's required is a pair of good sneakers and some cool clothes," said Andy Hall, USU student and currently Mac Dil Deb.

There are two main reasons for this. First, the popularity of fitness and exercise has increased over the last year, said DRC Director Diane Hardman. There just aren't enough qualified interpreters to cover the bases, so the positions are often filled with level-one interpreters. Technically, "they are not providing ADA (American Disability Act) services," said Webb.

"The other reason for the current shortage of certified ASL interpreters is that the DRC is currently under a good deal of "financial strain," Hardman said, and does not have the money to certify more interpreters. Previously, the DRC received funding from the Utah State Department of Rehabilitation Services (UDRS)."

But Hardman said that, in order to continue to provide ASL interpreters, the DRC has had to gradually pull funding from operations that are not fiscally mandated, such as training services, socialworker recognition and equipment repair or replacement. Although the DRC is burdened with financial limitations, "we have not been impeded with financial limits," Hardman said.

"In a classroom setting," said Diane Hardman, "an interpreter must not only interpret the professor's expression and what the signers are doing, but must also interpret the other signers' information, such as the other signers' facial expression." And they have worked hard to keep up with all this information.

"Running in the evening or early morning is probably the worst thing you could do," said Diane Hardman, USU student and currently Mac Dil Deb.

Students who are low on funds and work off of those extra pounds. But safety is a real concern. More and more students are choosing to run in the evening — an unsafe time, law enforcement officials say.

"It's not a good idea to run in the evening," said Dining Hall resident Linda Brewer. "We know it's a lot more dangerous but it's really the only time of day we can run it in.

"It's a really technical class, said Delight Pearson, "the first exam is probably the worst thing you could do..."" said Diane Hardman, USU student and currently Mac Dil Deb.
Different cultures fascinate well-traveled USU professor

DAVID LANCY AND FRIENDS

Editor's Note: The Statesman's fiction contest sponsored by the university and published by the third year in Utah State University literature and role-playing games, sponsored by the University of Utah's student newspaper. The contest is open to undergraduates and graduate students who have been previously published in the Statesman. The winners of the contest will be announced in the next issue of the Statesman.

OCTOBER 12, 12:00 noon Sunburst lounge STAB nooner

STAB

Student Activity Board

with computer!

spelling bee 2000: do you spell check?

Get rules & register in TSC 326 or at the door.

Today is October 18th. TSC sunburst lounge 11:30

spelling bee n: Win a computer!

is a spelling contest in which each contestant is eliminated as soon as they misspell a word

More information on the puzzle is available at TSC 220.

Portage Park

Pennsylvania Avenue

New York to Chicago

from the east coast to the west coast

a computer for fantasy, gaming fans

New York $230

London $506

Paris $458

Tokyo $537

Lima $454

Enter for a chance to win a trip to two cities at your local Council Travel office. No purchase necessary. See entry blank for official rules.

Council Travel sponsors.

Learn why the 1980s are the best decade for travel through the eyes of a well-traveled professor.

Alexa Strickland is a student of David Laney, an anthropology professor at Utah State University. Laney is still learning, and so are the students in his class on ancient civilizations.

"Part of my goal as a professor is to help students learn from each other," Laney said. "I'm just fascinated by different cultures, what they mean to me, and their religions and beliefs," he said.

"I don't think I'm good at spelling," Laney said. "I like to think that my spelling is not as important as my thinking."

"What I think is important about me is that I'm a better listener than a speaker," he said.

"I'm the one in the class who asks the questions," he said.

"I'm not the one who knows the answers," he said.

"I'm the one who helps the students find the answers," he said.

"I'm just people pleaser and my religion is to be kind," he said.

"I just feel like from that moment on, oh gosh I know what to do with this," he said. "I could have just as easily said, 'Put boards on my feet, and put me in the water, and let me swim,'" he said.

"I'm interested in people, their pleasures and joys, their cultures, their pleasures and their joys, and their ways of life," he said.

"I'm just fascinated by different cultures, what they mean to me, and their religions and beliefs," he said.

"It's not a single thing I did that Earth is now," he said.

"I'm still learning, still discovering -- and his excitement is contagious," Strickland said.

"Part of me is a teacher and it is to infect others," Laney said.

Laney also recently finished a five-year CD-ROM project entitled "Whose Mummy Is It?" The CD-ROM is a congruence model, a virtual reality and a video game.
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Bad Driving: Is USU cursed, or is everyone just stupid?

Kudzu Vine

Jerry Seinfeld pondered an interesting premise one day, and I thought that he must have been talking to me when he said: "What we see don't understand, what we understand don't see.

"I have no idea what's going on. I would love to. I'm very curious, but I can't see it."

My curiosity is driven more by what I imagine than by what I don't. Seinfeld asked: "What do you think of when you see a car parked behind other cars, cars parked into other vehicles, cars parked behind stop signs, or is everyone just stupid?"

"Maybe it's 70. Either way, it's scary."

"What is the age that old people reach? At which point do you say: 'I think I buy into it. It's just too dangerous?'"

"I think Seinfeld is right: possibly 70. Either way, I don't want to mull over that anymore." Seinfeld said. "At which point do you say: 'It's scary."

"I've seen cars coming down 100 East nearly 100 feet per hour. Their feet are on the brakes more slowly than a seven-year-old is probably well on his way. And every time that bicyclist goes into the Terrace, professors say, 'A professor was hit by a 10-year-old girl."

"I'd like to throw it out there for literature."

How stupid some people are. I don't understand. I don't know."

"There really is an age when the mind starts to go, or is everyone just stupid?"

"I think that's probably 70. Either way, I don't want to mull over that anymore."

Renowned folk musician to entertain teachers out there.

I wasn't aware of it when I first heard him, but I think Sekulent is right: There really is an age when the mind starts to go."

"I didn't know better, I'd say."

"I think Sekulent is right. Either way, I don't want to mull over that anymore."

"I think Sekulent is right. Either way, I don't want to mull over that anymore."
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AIDS study targets cats, injecting animal stylists

Scientists first to succeed with cloning of extant animal, the ox

BOSTON — New hope for a more humane way to save endangered species has been shown by scientists at Logan's, largest collection of sterile medroxyprogesterone acetate suspension, who say the technique could be used as an alternative to the DNA microsphere method that has been used in the past.

The technique could not be used in the past because the DNA microsphere often caused inflammation and the T cell producer must come from a non-human species, which means that the DNA microsphere method can only be used in the past. The new technique could be used as an alternative to the DNA microsphere method that has been used in the past.
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Interviews are on Mondays, start training on Tuesdays.
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Kate Roberts

AIDS researcher at Logan's, a model research project that could lead to the first successful cloning of an extant animal, has shown that the ox, a domesticated animal, could be cloned using a new technique that involves injecting a surrogate cow with a fragment of DNA from the ox's egg.

The technique could not be used in the past because the DNA microsphere often caused inflammation and the T cell producer must come from a non-human species, which means that the DNA microsphere method can only be used in the past. The new technique could be used as an alternative to the DNA microsphere method that has been used in the past.
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Micron Technology, Inc. is one of the world's leading manufacturers of superior-quality semiconductor memory solutions. Our DRAM, SRAM and Flash memory products are integral to numerous electronic products, including PCs, workstations, servers and personal items such as cell phones, MP3 players and digital cameras.

Your career at Micron will encompass challenge, excitement and leading-edge technology. We invite you to consider joining a dynamic team of dedicated professionals. Come learn more about the career that awaits you at Micron!

MEET MICRON RECRUITERS!
INFORMATION SESSION
Monday, October 23, 6 p.m.
Eccles Conference Room 205/207
Pizza and sodas will be provided
Please contact Career Services for additional information.

APPLICABLE MAJORS:
Computer Science
Electrical Engineering
Computer Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Business Information Systems
Production Operations Management
Engineering Technology – Electronics

Micron offers highly competitive compensation and benefits, including medical/dental/vision coverage, profit sharing, stock purchase, and 401(k). Promoting health through physical fitness, Micron has an 8,000 square foot fitness center located at our Boise site, as well as a healthcare facility available on-site.

Micron Technology, Inc.
8000 S. Federal Way
P.O. Box 6, MS707-890
Boise, Idaho 83707-0006
Fax: (208) 368-4641, Attn: 890
E-mail: hrwebmaster@micron.com

www.micron.com
Monday, October 9
- Deadline reminder for Fall day to drop classes or change to P/F
- "Beware of Historians Bearing Gifts: Archives and Historical Research" Dr. Phil Notarianni!

Tuesday, October 10
- Gourmet carmel apples $1, 10:30 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.
- TSC Preview, PRSSA fundraiser
- USU Volleyball vs. Utah, 7 p.m., Spectrum
- Bake Sale, noon to 2 p.m.

Wednesday, October 11
- Kickoff meeting for USU Coldfusion Usergroup, 7 p.m., Education, Room 303.
- Free gifts, door prizes, and software giveaways.
- Gina Mallett Army

F.Y.I.
- "Turn of Which Century?" Dr. Travis Hunt, Oct. 12, 7 p.m., BRY, Room 202A.
- Free beer and snacks featuring the band Jive Cat.

October 9-14 MARKETPLACE

- Fresh Apples: 99¢
- Western Family Apple Juice: 99¢
- MD Bath Tissue: $2.99
- Apple Fritters: $3.19
- Ground Beef: 99¢
- Pepsi Products: $5.99
- Hunt's Snack Pack: 99¢
- Potato Chips: $2.59

Western Family Applesauce 15 oz.
Western Family Milk

Coupon

Western Family Bread
14 oz. White or Wheat

Campbell's Soup
16.75 oz. Chicken Noodle or Tomato

Western Family Milk
Whole, 2% or Skim

Coupon

We can't pay you this week because your position code is misaligned with your module.

I won't. Yet, no one knows what that means or whose responsibility it is to fix it.

Who told you about the problem?

It was an anonymous note left on the computer.

More comics inside!
Volleyball loses for second straight time in BWC vs. Pacific

Senior Sports Writer

The Utah State women’s volleyball team took a hard fall during the weekend, losing to second- and third-place Pacific and New Mexico State, respectively. This leaves the Aggies with a record of 13-13 overall and 0-8 in the Big West Conference.

The Aggies were able to start the weekend off by winning the first set against Pacific, but the second set fell through due to bad passes and a great hitting performance from the opposing side. This allowed Pacific to win the second set and take the overall game.

The Aggies were able to get back on track by winning the third set, but they couldn’t hold on for the win and were defeated by New Mexico State in the fourth set.

The Aggies are now facing a tough schedule, with games against several tough opponents on the horizon. They will need to improve their passing and consistency in order to compete in the Big West Conference.

Men’s soccer splits two weekend

Joan Turner

For one game and 45 minutes, the USU men’s soccer team had the lead and the firepower against the University of Arizona. However, the Wildcats were able to take the lead back in the second half and eventually win the game 2-1.

The first half was dominated by the Aggies, who were able to get a goal off a penalty kick in the 45th minute. However, in the second half, Arizona was able to capitalize on USU’s mistakes and equalize in the 60th minute.

In the second half, Arizona continued to press and scored a second goal in the 83rd minute to secure the win. The Aggies were unable to find an equalizer and fell to the Wildcats for the first time this season.

The Aggies will need to improve their defense and reduce turnovers if they want to achieve their goal of making it to the NCAA tournament.
USU SAFETY MAURICE CARAWAY signs up Utah running back Adam Tate during the Homecoming game Sept. 20. Carraway injured his knee in the loss to BYU Friday night. The Aggies secondary had a ball or two flying through its hands.

From Page 11

BYU drove 90 yards off the kickoff to extend the lead to 17-7.

"The first possession in the third quarter was huge," said head coach LaVell Edwards. "To make those eight minutes off the clock.

USU's final score was a Fuentes 17-yard touchdown pass to Chris Swinthorn in the third quarter.

Despite their disappointing record, the Aggies are confident they can do well in the upcoming Big West Conference season. They've done it in other seasons, White said.

"We've just got to suck it up and play the way we can play because we know we can stop them." Dennehy said. "There's an easier on them."

Excellent BYU passing was the biggest reason why they completely tore their defense apart. Three freshmen stood out against the Cougars.

"Defensively, the kids are hurting," he said. "We're down to our fifth-string safety right now. We don't know how much deeper we can go.

At times in the game, the defense were our secondary's weakness was more evident than on offense. The passing game of the second half after all the Aggies had turned back.

"It's hard being 1-4 going into Big West," said head coach Mike Riley. "It's frustrating when it's easy.

The Aggies are also young and inexperienced on the line.

"Neither injury, I don't think, is really serious," Dennehy said. "I don't think they completely tore their muscles right.

We're hoping that Janer will be available this week.

The Aggies are also young and inexperienced on the line.
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**Yankees defeat Jets in 5**

Rob Gourley

Associated Press

OAKLAND, Calif. — The New York Yankees, tired of being tagged as faded champions, broke out of their offensive malaise for a half-century and then held on for a series-clinching win over the deep-Oakland Athletics.

The game was over by the second inning, leading the Yankees to a 6-2 win Saturday afternoon in the decisive Game 5 of the American League championship series against the Athletics.

The win gave the Yankees a 3-2 series victory and a 5-3 lead heading into the deciding Game 6 on Sunday. The wild-card Athletics had been hoping to push the series to a Game 7.

The Yankees, rating in favor of the first time in seven years, won World Series titles in five straight seasons from the 1996-2000 era, but had never won a World Series game.

The win brought on the second time in the series, the first in 38 years, and propels the Yankees to the World Series against the St. Louis Cardinals.

The Yankees took a 6-3 lead into the second inning, but the Athletics had their opportunity to tie the score in the second. But the Yankees' defense held off a potential rally, allowing the Yankees to capture the game.

The Yankees scored in the first inning on an RBI single by Derek Jeter, who had two hits and scored twice. The Yankees added three runs in the third inning on a two-run home run by Brett Gardner and an RBI single by Aaron Judge.

The Yankees added a final insurance run in the eighth inning on a solo home run by Gary Sanchez, who had two hits.

The win was a relief for Yankees manager Aaron Boone, who had been under fire for his handling of the team during the series.

The win also was a big boost for the Yankees' pitching staff, which had allowed just five runs in the first four games of the series.
NEW YORK (AP) - The New York Mets didn't need any to turn back the San Francisco Giants and put the Men back to work the series.

Joel Miedel of the ninth after a double hit a two-run homer in the ninth inning of the Mets' 3-2 win over the Giants on Tuesday.

The Giants (56-69) had their rally season end with a bang. Randy Johnson asserted the final out of the series, hitting a fly ball to center field.

Johnson struck out Bonds on a high fastball up and in. After Mark Gardner walked after Bonds to load the bases, Johnson retired the final 12 batters before allowing the Giants to close out the series in the bottom of the eighth.

Johnson brought the Giants to within six, with the Mets leading 6-0 and the Mets leading the series 2-0 in games 3-4 of the NL division series.

Janet Thomas of the Giants to within seven, with the Mets leading 7-0. However, Johnson retired the final five batters of the game.
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Johnson struck out Bonds on a high fastball up and in. After Mark Gardner walked after Bonds to load the bases, Johnson retired the final 12 batters before allowing the Giants to close out the series in the bottom of the eighth.

Johnson brought the Giants to within six, with the Mets leading 6-0 and the Mets leading the series 2-0 in games 3-4 of the NL division series.

Janet Thomas of the Giants to within seven, with the Mets leading 7-0. However, Johnson retired the final five batters of the game.

Panthers demolish Seahawks

CHARLOTTE, N.C. (AP) - The Carolina Panthers won the battle of offensive egos with the Seattle Seahawks.

The struggling Panthers defense stifled the Seattle offense, which had an average of 25.5 points per game.

The Panthers held the Seahawks to a season low in points, with Seattle scoring 7 in the first half.

Seattle had scored 27 in each of their last three games, but only managed a touchdown in the first quarter.

The Panthers scored four touchdowns, including one on a 4 yard run by Christian Benard in the second quarter.

The Seattle Seahawks scored seven points, including a touchdown on a 4 yard run by Christian Benard in the second quarter.

The Panthers scored four touchdowns, including one on a 4 yard run by Christian Benard in the second quarter.

The Seattle Seahawks scored seven points, including a touchdown on a 4 yard run by Christian Benard in the second quarter.
Bush, Gore stroll down campaign trail while trying to catch undecided voters

The campaign continued as Gore, Democratic candidate for president, shaken hands with students from Michigan State University. George W. Bush meets with cancer patient, Jak Talton of Delton, Fla., at the Walt Disney Memorial Cancer Institute in Orlando, Fla.

Yugoslavia. - Yugoslavia is bankrupt after a decade of stifling international anti-Milosevic sanctions and widespread corruption.

"Before a packed house of supporters, new governor speaks of the times he found "the blueprint for the middle class...the real people," KDZA and Arab Alhun Alhun went on to say that it had washed the Srebrenica massacre into a single woman. The top leadership switched loyalties to the Kostunica camp. Dinkic said Milosevic's associates "got a strong new government," they have sworn that they will continue to fight for the ousting of Milosevic. But that can only happen if the party backers take over the Milosevic's empty coffers. Instead, Kostunica's economic advisers told a BBC reporter that the economy was narrowly averted in the landlocked country over the next year.

For all she talks about serious issues, the president makes the candidates in less serious settings.

A top economist tipped to become the first post-Milosevic prime minister has said that billions of dollars are needed to restore the Yugoslav economy to "the lowest-rated schools and health facilities," she said. But when pressed, she was not tuned to news. Staymates didn't even know how to get the Steel's practice facility, straight for the Steelers practice field, and landing on the front page of the Pittsburgh Gazette.

The Kostunica camp's early advantage was cemented by his inauguration as Yugoslavia's 35th president. Kostunica wrestled Sunday with a new wave of international pressure that is not in accordance with the constitution and the law."

"We face now a new step in the election period that are not in accordance with the constitution and the law," said a further blow to the country's already cash-strapped government.

A top economist tipped to become the first post-Milosevic prime minister has said that billions of dollars are needed to restore Yugoslavia's war-torn country to "the lowest-rated schools and health facilities," she said. But when pressed, she was not tuned to news. Staymates didn't even know how to get the Steel's practice facility, straight for the Steelers practice field, and landing on the front page of the Pittsburgh Gazette.

But the main challenge facing Kostunica and his new government is to come up with a formula for the future that would replace the pro-Milosevic administration.

Kostunica's 18-year-old baby is a member of the parliament, but will probably be compelled to cut a deal with the Socialist opposition leader, Zoran Djindjic. The Kostunica camp's first move will be to pass new laws that would replace the pro-Milosevic administration, while attempting to put the Socialist opposition leader behind bars. The Socialist opposition leader's main challenge facing Kostunica and his new government is to come up with a formula for the future that would replace the pro-Milosevic administration. Kostunica himself has vowed to try to make a comeback, saying he will remain in Yugoslavia as a political force. Kostunica has refused to constitute himself as a party leader, and former Kostunica advisers have left the country to form a new party. For all the talk about serious issues, the president makes the candidates in less serious settings.
Finally, abortion pill legalized

Richard Timothy

Well, it’s finally happened. After 12 years of waiting, RU-486 has finally come on top. The pill is a safe and effective way to end a pregnancy in the first trimester. It is a pill that is used to end a pregnancy in the first few weeks of gestation. It has been controversially endorsed by both sides of the abortion debate.

Public Forum

Let’s get the terminology right: America is not the United States

Dear Editor,

Many people use the definitions of “America” and “American” interchangeably. They have not been laid down by a clearly defined committee of experts.

The United States of America spans from the Pacific to Atlantic Oceans, the border of Canada to Mexico, and also includes Alaska and Hawaii.

America includes the three countries in North America and the many other nations that make up the continent of America. Our country is the United States of America.

I hope this clarifies the definition of America. Our country is the United States of America.

Melia Smith

Sex education is not ‘Sex 101’

Dear Editor,

Sex is education is to teach teens what they need to know about their bodies, emotions in another person, and to control their hormone-ravaged emotions.

Ricky Fielding
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Greenpeace markets green technology

Greenpeace International, the environmental group famous for its boat chases of oil tankers, has launched an attack on the companies and the EPA to initiate the $30 million “Super 30” project. The objective of the “Super 30” project is to encourage companies to develop a new technology that would reduce harmful emissions and promote the use of cleaner technologies.

Greenpeace’s new green technology initiative is gaining acceptance among environmental groups that recognize the need for new technologies. Environmentalists see this playing the market as crucial to bring about a cleaner environment.

Greenpeace’s new green technology initiative is gaining acceptance among environmental groups that recognize the need for new technologies. Environmentalists see this playing the market as crucial to bring about a cleaner environment.

Brian Rich
Debates have become famous for its "green alliances." The first involved "Greenfreeze," an environmentally sensitive non-carbon refrigerant. Blending activism with product endorsements, consumer appeals, and alliances with manufacturers, Greenpeace's campaign is designed to let people know that they are truly environmentally friendly.

See Psi

There and people do what they can to comfort them, but if a woman has an abortion, then be very careful about not doing so, yet even if those, don't get one. That's as far as I can go. Everyone else's say should ever go concerning.

Do you agree with abortion or anyone else's care about not doing so, yet even if those, don't get one. That's as far as I can go. Everyone else's say should ever go concerning.

Environmentalism will drive innovation in the 21st century. As environmental groups become green technology advocates, businesses need to rethink their environmental relationships and the opportunities for collaboration.

Edwin R. Stafford and Cathy L. Hartman are marketing professors at Utah State University.

What about your ideas?

Do they keep you up at night? Once you fall asleep, do they become your dreams? When you wake up, are they then action items? Ideas mean the world to us at HP. A diversity of ideas means even more. Invent the new HP. Join us.

Hewlett-Packard Recruiting Open House Thursday, Oct. 19 7-8:30 p.m. Student Center

HP is an equal opportunity employer dedicated to affirmative action and work force diversity.

Greenpeace http://www.greenpeace.org

Greenpeace has been most vocal about some of the missed opportunities, the Green Games has set a green technology benchmark for the future. One legacy is Coca-Cola, which recently announced a commitment to Greenfreeze technology. The other is the ability of businesses to work through their differences. Businesses must understand that collaboration may not mean environmental sacrifices. Greenpeace has gained a reputation of Greenfreeze, but it has also presented the company's work with genetically modified foods. Thus, collaboration requires learning to "agree to disagree." Environmentalists want to spread Greenfreeze technology, so businesses need to anticipate that innovations derived from collaboration will be shared with competitors and must continue to introduce to stay ahead.

Environmentalism will drive innovation in the 21st century. As environmental groups become green technology advocates, businesses need to rethink their environmental relationships and the opportunities for collaboration.

Edwin R. Stafford and Cathy L. Hartman are marketing professors at Utah State University.
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By November, we’ll all need a new health care plan

World

Dave Barry

...and thanks for not reading the classified ad form, pending on frequency. Visa, Mastercard, and $1 minimum. Reduced rates for quantity inserter.

The purpose of the aquarium was to distract young doctors, although it was work on the task... looking at the fish, and one of them would say to the task. Right in the eye and clearly mouthed the words, "You’re not doing it right, but I’m not telling you why!"

But the press is that, back then, you had just one doctor, who would sit in the library for twenty minutes reading everything you could find, everything you could imagine. My family doctor was Mortimer "Monty" Cohn, who was a great doctor and gave thousands of us all Bucky children, and who took control of our life, not in a good way, but in a way that just made my life easier,

"Dad, he’s say, "you have to go to the doctor."

...in the sense of your identity. I believe this is a critical step in our future. I believe this is a critical step in our future. I believe this is a critical step in our future. I believe this is a critical step in our future. This is what we do.

I know, Monty, my father would say.

It's a career!

Losing wounds with duct tape, using tomato juice for transfusions and closing in the waiting room! Or we'll do it on the sidewalk! Warren's friends! All surgery is done while you wait! We'll laser your eyeballs right in the Grommet! Or his assistant, Warren! Or one of the guys! Or..."